Clinical Librarians & Information Skills Trainers (CLIST)
Thursday 24th November, 10:00-1.00pm
Bloomsbury Healthcare Library
Minutes
Present: Louise Wann (chair), Ziba Nadimi, Claire Jones, Lisa Burscheidt, Catherine Radbourne, John Clarke, Georgie
Wildman, Ramya Cooke, Michael Samuel, Caroline Lynch, Georgina Wildman, John Nyman.

Actions
1. Apologies for
absence
2. Minutes of the
last meeting and
matters arising

Sian Aynsley, Alan Fricker, Kaye Bagshawe, David Nicholls, Marisa Martinez
Ortiz, Merinne Whitton, Michael Walne, Sarah Rudd, Catherine Wardle


CR has circulated OVID and EBSCO guides.



Revalidation reading clubs session was arranged for this meeting to
be led by Catherine Wardle. Unfortunately Catherine is now unable
to attend.



Dynamed:



Pep-web.org: several group members have been able to access this
without logging in. Not known if it is open access or through IP
authentication.

3. Feedback from
the Staff
Development
group

There was no feedback available from the September Staff Development
Group. MS will be attending future meetings.

4.Feedback from
the I&LRWG

Minutes of last meeting and matters arising, not on the agenda
•
BL copyright fee paid articles and NHS Digital Content Store
Uptake remains low of these articles so there will be a similar free for all to
last year (9000 allocated) we are only using a couple of hundred a month at
present. Still aspiration to create digital content store to make them
available across the country.
•
Annual Review titles
Finch funding still lacking. Have managed to add Science Translational
Medicine till March 2017. Annual reviews titles current collection and past
five years till March 2017. Bought Annual Reviews backfile (till 2010) in
perpetuity due to very good price.
Will be added to link resolver shortly

CJ to provide ZN
with screenshots of
Plus.

MS to attend and
report back to
CLIST

•
Knowledge Share
Several libraries in London now using this (6-10). Suggestion of a London
user group for sharing experience. Richard Peacock will propose a first
meeting - potentially at Homerton.
NICE update
Check – is your trust set up on Google Scholar?
•
NICE quarterly report
Searches still falling but full text rising. CINAHL FT dropping - probably due
to loss of titles plus availability of PQ Hospital Collection.
Discussion of access to Ovid Medline now enabled across London.
Q. Do link resolver links work from Ovid?
•
HDAS
Old and new both available. New HDAS to go live target date 17th Oct (says
so on site I notice this afternoon) but may be later in month. Parallel
running for at least 6 weeks. 1st december HDAS project board meeting will be point of decision for the switch off. That would potentially leave just
new HDAS from 2nd week of December. A user guide has been prepared
and has been NARAG reviewed but held back in case of late changes.
•
AIMS and Link Resolver contract reprocurements
OpenAthens reprocured for next three years May 2017 onwards.
Link resolver has been extended till next September due to delay in
procurement. Paperwork for this should emerge before Christmas.
Suppliers will be asked to include value added services (coded invite to give
us a discovery system - particularly platform for ebooks)
•
eLearning for Healthcare resources
OpenAthens compliant. Quite a lot of interest from LSBU and Brunel.
Questions about the how the data on completion works.
5. London Resources
•
BMJ Learning
Purchase going through. Bulk of usage is in primary care and community
care. May be an impact from availability of eLfH
•
Medical Masterclass App
You should have heard about the app? I had not had an email.
Some questions about how the app will work in practice. When the user
expires and username is issued to someone else for example then they will
no longer have access. More guidance will be issued.
•
Taylor and Francis titles
Lots of issues with the titles remaining after informa plus the education
titles. Rep seems happy that it will work OK next year (and should work ok
now).
Nursing times very well used via Ovid
6.

Resource Discovery work programme – brief update

Looked at the drivers diagram – this has been circulated and is worth a look
– some major programmes!






7.

Discussion of finance audit work and push towards centralising
procurement. Currently £3.8mill spent nationally. £7-8mill spend
elsewhere in the system on ejournals, ebooks and PoC. Awareness
that this is not all library money. Desire to bring more of that
money into the centre. What happens to money spent on library
resources that is not library money eg UTD purchases by Med Ed?
Patrick Mitchell has asked his Finance Director in the South to look
at the question. No work supposed to be done on regional
procurement until this is done.
Another proposal is around the potential to move to a single LMS
for all nhs managed services. Wales are moving to a single LMS
across NHS, Universities and Public Libraries
Seeking more visibility for HEE contribution to funding resources not currently obvious on NHS Evidence for example.

TRIP






Draft leaflets. There will be a survey on this with trial still running
till end of year
Any other business
HSJ - going online only in the new year. RO is going to talk to
someone at emap about this. SWIMS have a sub across the SW
which is supposed to be for the ambulance people but gets used
more widely.
PEP Web - http://www.pep-web.org/ - Whittington seem to have
access via OpenAthens but not sure why? Worth checking if you
have access to pep-web?

5. New
Resources/
updates/HDAS
redevelopment

CJ enquiried if people do any training sessions solely on Cochrane.
Members reported they use it in searches and mention it in 1-1s and group
training but don’t focus on it as a single resource. Often suggested as a
resource to help start off projects or systematic reviews or scoping
research.

6. Members
Update & Library
Marketing/Prom
otion

ZN – Has been doing sessions to support exam questions with Trainee
Psychiatrists – lit searching and critical appraisal. This is a new venture and
went well with good feedback. Has increased hours and training is busy.
Users seem to be more aware of the service and there is good interaction
through Twitter and outreach activities.
CJ – Still busy with training and lit searches. Library will be taking over elearning for mandatory training. NHS/HE Conference poster submission
awarded 2nd place.
CL – Training busy as lots of students are beginning nursing dissertations
and the whole thing is now a lit review and therefore need a lot of support,
which other CLIST members are finding too which is an issue if you don’t

have the time or staff resources to support this need.
HCAs may join the RCN as well and use the library. The Library is watching
for changes stemming from the lack of bursaries for UG nursing students
and the new Nursing Associate role.
JC – Building plans have been delayed at North Middlesex but new
partnership with Royal Free Vanguard means building may not go ahead at
all. Things are therefore in limbo but library is thinking of joining
Knowledge share. Attending a lot of staff inductions but time is squeezed
so no time to present at them as he would like. Problems with Oracle not
saving work – other members report similar issues.
LB – Is now a Clinical Librarian. Looking for her replacement at the
moment. Has used Value and Impact Toolkit to assess Current awareness
and produced poster for NHS/HE Conference which was awarded 3rd prize.
The library now has a Twitter account @NELFT_Library.
CR – Busy with 1-1s and group training. Looking at creating more online
learning materials. Recorded a session being delivered to dissertation
students and put online and has been well used. Short videos for
academics – “how do I do this” simple questions. Can use PowerPoint mix
on Office 360 to do easy screen capture and voice over.
GW – helped develop and deliver library support for a School of Medicine
“Wikipedia Hack Day” where students updated and expanded Wikipedia
pages on Cardiology. Students enjoyed the day and said the skills they
employed/learnt about critically appraising sources were useful.
Delivered CLIST “Finding the Evidence” Day with MW, JN and CW. Day went
well and feedback was good. 1-1s slow at the moment but getting better
than usual group training interest and numbers.
RC – Busy with literature searching. Hoping to get funding for Clinical Key,
UpToDate and hoping for a new LMS from Sutron.
JN – Library’s Lit Search service slowly but surely growing. Has started a
new session on EBM resources. Currently looking at finding new qualitative
papers for critical appraisal and more support on ref management.
LW – doing more outreach – Goes to OG dept and goes to meetings there.
Tried to roll out to Paeds but not the same response. However it has been
generating more searches and queries. Training quite quiet. Has booked a
course on Synthesising and Summarising Evidence. Hoping to use it as a
value added thing for lit searches.

7. Dates for 2017
Meetings

The May meeting will be a joint meeting the KSS Searchers and Trainers
Forum and will commence at the later time of 10:30am.
Thursday 16th February
Wednesday 17th May
Thursday 21st September
Wednesday 22nd November

10am-1pm and 2-4pm
10:30am-1:30pm and 2:30-4:30pm
10am-1pm and 2-4pm
10am-1pm and 2-4pm

8. AOB

CW has suggested a medical terminology course if we need it. Group
decided interesting but not necessary.
Webinar recording – “50 Shades of Review” looking at the difference
between different types of lit reviews.
https://eahilcpd.wordpress.com/webinar-toolkit/webinar-toolkit-fiftyshades-of-review-with-andrew-booth/
Blended Learning, Information Literacy e-learning modules for NHS staff
from KFH Transformation workstream “STEP Project” – may be ready
April/May 2017.
LB reported how to get impact statements/info from people – uses
Amazon vouches (asks suppliers to give them). Did a mailout with all the
questions, also asked for case studies with a prize of a £25 amazon
voucher. Phone people and them for them as they talk is also a tip.

Afternoon Workshop from 2pm: Reflective Reading Clubs – Catherine
Wardle - CANCELLED
New HDAS – sharing search tips
Next meeting: Thursday 16th February 2017

